NOTE: This detail for use with centerline Magnetel and transmitter only.

WARNING! Tank may contain high pressure flammable gas. Remove two studs, one at 9 o'clock and one at 3 o'clock only, and replace with long studs. Danger of fire or explosion may exist if more than two opposing studs are removed.

NOTE: Materials and specifications are subject to change without notice. Ratings subject to change due to temperature and other environmental considerations.
**NOTE:** This detail is for use with 8 inch, old style, master gauge with dial mounting ears at 12:00 & 6:00 o’clock and R6315-00012 transmitter.

![Diagram of transmitter installation on master gauge with 2 dial mounting brackets](image)

**WARNING:** Tank may contain high pressure flammable gas. Remove two studs, one at 9 o’clock and one at 3 o’clock only, and replace with long studs. Danger of fire or explosion may exist if more than two opposing studs are removed.

**Note:** This detail is for use with 8 inch master gauge and transmitter only.

**Note:** If your gauge is equipped with “old style” 8” dial S/A, replace with 8 inch dial S/A P/N SABM502784.

**Note:** Materials and specifications are subject to change without notice. Ratings subject to change due to temperature and other environmental considerations.
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